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Washington. Vesuvius, Italy's famous volcano, may soon break out into

a great eruption, if Dr. H. S. Washington, geologist and volcanologist, of the Geo-

physical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, is right in his belief

as to its present condition.

Dr. Washington is leaving the United States about April 1 to attend the meeting
of International

• Geophysical Union in Rome and he hopes to arrive in Italy before the

activity of the volcano commences. Just how soot the ancient volcano will let loose

its energy, Dr. Washington does not attempt to predict, but he thinks that it will

Probably be soon, perhaps a month, perhaps a year. He hopes, however, that it will

occur while he is in Italy, as studying volcanoes has been his life work.

. After the last great eruption of Vesuvius in April, 1906, the volcano was quies-

cent until the fall of 1913. In the spring of 1914, Dr. Washington went down to the
an

crater floor and made/inspection. Then smoke was issuing from a hole in the bottom

of the crater. Shortly after this, lava began to flow out from this hole into the

crater and when Dr. Washington saw Vesuvius again in 1919 it was about two-thirds Pull

Of lava with a small cone, 200 to 300 feet high, formed directly above the hole thmugh

Which the lava issued. Now the lava has reached nearly to the oftge of the crater,

ard something is due to happen.

It is impossible to predict whether the lava will overflow the crater rim, as

rarely happens, or 'whether it will bre& through the lower slopes of the volcano

through the hydrostatic pressure of the high column of lava. This happened in 1906,

although the outlet was rather high up, and the eruption was accompanied by tremen-

dous explosions and the emission of vast quantities of ash. Some 20,000,000 or more
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cubic yards of lava poured down the side of Vesv.vius, partially covering one town,

and ashes covered the surroundins country for many miles around.

The recent disturbances of Vesuvius reported in the dispatches from Rome are

in themselves unimportant, Dr. Washington says, and are probably caused by the small

cone inside the crater falling in. However, they indicate the probability of a

large eruption in the near future.

Stromboli, the island volcano, off the coast of Italy, knawn as the "Lighthouse

of the Mediterranean" because of its frequent activity is now more eruptive than

usual. Homer in 1200 B.C. sang of this volcano. There is no connection between

Vesuvius and Stromboli, Dr. Washington declares. Mount Etna, the third great Italian

volcano on the Island of Sicily is now quiet.

FOURTEEN PREVIOUS ERUPTIUS
OP MT. nsuvrus

For use when Vesuvius erupts.

Up to this time there have been fourteen great paroxysmal eruptions of Mt.

Vesuvius. This number does not by any means take into account all the outbursts in

which this volcano has indulged. Vesuvius is rarely completely quiet. But the

fourteen mentioned have been of a spectacular nature, and have usually been disas-

trous for the people living near by who, in spite of the danger, have always been

tempted to live upon this mountain's very fertile slopes.

Only eight miles frcm Vesuvius is Naples, home of 697,000 people and Italy's

largest city. Near it arc the towns of Torre de Greco, Resins., Portici, a
ll three

near the site of ill-fated Herculaneum of ancient days, St. Giorgio, St. Sebastian°,

Massa di Soma, St. Anastasia, Samma, Atlajano, Caposecchi, Bosco eale, Bosco Tre

Case, Torre dell Annunziata, and Ancri. Eight miles south of Vesuvius is Castellamor,

a city of some 33,000, nearly on the site of Stabiae, destroyed at the time of

Pompeii's disaster in 79 A.D.

Mount Vesuvius consists of two distinct parts, cf which the northern part in

the remains from the prehistoric crater rim, while the other part is the 
present

active cone. The general height of the mountain is about 4000 feet, but varies

with each period of activity. It is believed that the mountain was once twice as

hi!;11 as at present, the whole mountain towering over the site of the active small

Cone. It is possible that at some prehistoric time a single miLlity explosion blow

off the entire upper Part of the cone, leaving the crater whose outline is still
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traceable in the crescent of Ilente Samma.

From the earliest tires of which we have a record, this great 
volcano lay in

quiescent state, and only such a ran as the geographer Strabo, 
who had grown up at

the foot of the Sicilian Volcano, Etna, recOgnized it as of volcanic 
origin. Yet

the ancient leEend of the Romans that the gods had once used the 
Carpania where

Veauvius is situated as a battle ground and fought by hurling he 
rocks at one

another gives us the right to SILIVraiZe that men had once long before 
writton records

seen this mountain in explosive activity.

The first eruption of this volcano within historic times occurred on 
Lugust 24,

It was a shower of ashes of this eru-Aien which buried the city of 
Pompeii,

and the same substance, ui=d with the water which condensed from the ste
am given

off by the volcano, buried the city of Herculaneum in viscous mud. Fluid lava was

not given off by Vesuvius until the eruption of the year 1036.

The striking events in the history of Vesuvius after 
its renewal of activity

begin with a great flow of lava in 1631 in which 18,000 
persons lost their lives.

In 1676 a perpendicular column of lava is said 
to have been thrown u2. Another

such column vas seen in 1779. During the last half of the seventeenth ce
ntury 1m.

Vesuvius was fairly quiet, but mild outbreaks were frequent 
during the first half

of the next century, culminating in a large lava flow in 
1757. After a period of

less activity, another explosive eruption took place in 
1760, ard on December 23

1,

of that year a new crater opened on the side of the 
mountain. Lister that activity

Practically never ceased, and on June 15, 1794 a great lava 
flow inflicted great

injury on Torre del Greco. In 1822 another violent outburst threw out 
great volumes

of ash and vapor, and 800 feet of the cone was blown away. Long continued, though

minor, activity continued then until the eruption of 1672. 
This outbreak was some—

',7hat different from others in the large number of subs
idiary openings around the

Sides and base of the crater, through which ashes and pr
ojectiles, and, finally,

lava were emitted. Professor Palmieri, who studied this eruption, 
describes Vesuvius

as "sweating fire". It was at this time that a party of sightseers was 
caught by

the sadden rash of lava from one of these exterior vents, ard practi
cally wiped out.

The last eruption of considerable size occurred in 1906. The raterial was thrown

out of the tope of the main crater. A stream of lava flowed down the side of the

nountain, and partially obliterated a town, and ashes covered everything 
to a grclt

distance.
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STBn WILL STOP POWER
EQII&L 400 NIAGARAS

Washington. Power at least equal to four hundred times the energy

actuall:t developed at Niagara Falls will be shut off if all 600,000 coal miners

ordered to strike April 1 carry out their strike orders.

Engineers of the U. S. Bureau of Mines state that each coal miner produces

enough coal to be equal to several hundred horse power. This rate of energy produc-

tion from all of the 600,000 miners affected by the strike orders would equal

250,000,000 horse power. In spite of the fact that the coal miner does not produce

coal twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year, and Niagara is quite capable of con-

tinuous power production without appreciable extra e:Tense to any one, there is still

a large margin for these coal producers in comparison with the water power plants

Of the country.

Manufacturing establishments in the United States have about 30,000,000 horse

Pier installed to serve them. lanes and quarries, public utility steam plants, and

Water power developments throughout the country each have seven or eight million

horse power more. The horse power of the locomotives, including both steam and elec-

tric, on our railway systems represent even greater power equipment. However, prac-

tically all of these depend upon the coal from the bituminous coal mines of the

country.

It would take at least ten times as much fuel oil as has over been supplied

in the United States to be equivalent to the coal fuel used. The natural gas which

can be burned for power production is even smaller in comparison, and manufactured

gas or other fuels are negligible. The coal production of the country forms not

only the backbone, but also most of the trunk, arms, and less of the power body.

Between 500,000,000 and 650,000,000 tons of coal are produced in the United

States per year, depending upon how active business conditions of the ccuntry are.

About 90,000,000 tons of this total is anthracite which is used almost altogether

as domestic fuel. The rest is bituminous coal which represents the source of enel -7

used by the railways and the industries. About 350,000,000 tons of the annual pro-

duction is burned to make steam for power to turn the wheels of industry.

If all of the miners affected by the strike orders cease work this will, cf

course, not stop all coal production, for it is estimated that only about seventy-two

Per cent of the bituminous coal in the United States is produced in union fields.
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Moreover, there are large StOdt6 Of coal now on tare., both vith dealers and in the

stock piles of railways public utilities, and industrial establishments. One

semi-official estimate indicates that the manimum interralytion which can be caused

by such strike would reduce the coal supply per week three or four million tons

belaa the aarrent denana. There is perhaps forty to fifty million tons of coal in

storage from which this deficit could be made up. Moreover, there is some ,possibil-

ity that the present production of non-union fields may be speeded up by the increase

of demand which would follow a strike. However, even the most comforting of sudh

estimates makes it clear that after a Levi weeks the wheels of industry will have to

sloa aown if the bituminous coal miners should continue an interruption of fuel

supply for a long time.

I'ELLOWSHIPS TOTALIM 0100,000
EBTIBLISRED IN TriMICINE

7Iashington, .Lbout thirty men or women, professionally trained along

medical lines will each year have a chance to become thoroughly qualified teachers

in medicine through the establishment of fellowships in medicine administered by

the National Research Council.

A recent survey Lade by the Division of medical sciences of the National Re-

search Council revealed the nee(' of teachers in the scientific branches of mdicine

ana in laboratories. liedically trained men and women are being attracted by the

financial opportunities in the clinical and diagnostic branches, and the study of

anatomy, physiology, and physiological chemistry does not appeal to them.

The Rockefeller Foundation and the General 2Cmcation Board have made appropria-

tions totaling 0.00,000 annually available for a 'period of five years for the fellow-

ships, which are e:r?ected to build_ up a large body of men and women who are fitted

to become professors in the scientific and research subjects in medical schools.

To qualify for appointment as a fellow, a candidate mast have the degree of

Doctor of Medicine or Doctor of Philosophy, it has been announced. Fellows will be

at liberty to choose the institutions or universities in which they will work, as well

as the men under whose direction bhey will carry on their researches. During their

fellowship they will be required to gain some enperience in teaching, as well as do

sciae creative work. 3.ppointments will usually be made for a year and the stipends

are not definitely fi=ed in amount, but are intended to enable the individual to live

comfortably while carrying on his special work as fellow.
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BROADCASTS

Radio rims of the Week 

"j/IRM WIRIIESS" OU MICTRICILL WIRLS
BLII0 OHLNITELS

WashingtoLl. :.nother nodium for radio broadcasting is aaLe:i to that

of the ether by the application of "7-ired -7ireless" to electric li,shtinL circuits

which has been 2erfected and demonstrate by .71r1,,j. Gen. Geore O. Scuier, 
chief sig-

nal officer of the Signal 001-Dos of the U. Se -..rI17,7. In effect, the channels of

radio comnunication are greatly increased in number.

The same that bring the electric eivrent for lighting and heating to the

home.will in the Dature also bring the radio impulses that will cal-17 
infromation,

1711sic9 semons, speeches, azd entertainment of all sorts. By the stilDle •proceedure

Of plugging in a lamp cord, the receiving set is connected. No antenna is neeeed.

The principle is very sirr,?le and is exactly the same as that used today in

sending many telephone and teleF,raph messages over the same wire. General Squier

invented and explained multiple:: telegraphy, telephony and radio in 1910.

Instead of transmitting the radio impulses into the ether broadcast, in -the ne

system the sending is done into the lighting circuit. Only a very small amount of

power is used. -:ihere the ordinary radio uses kilowatts, the new device ,-ill Use

only watts. There are no interfering radiations given of by the lighting wire sys-

tems that woule. conflict with radio broadcasting as vie now know it. The frequencies

used, however, are about intermediate between the radio frecluencies and those used

in telephone work, because of engineering difficulties.

"L11 the hotels in the Cit7 yj11 use the same orchestra, there - rill need to be

Only 0110 church service to reach all of a given denordnation." These are Dredictions

made by General Squier.

it is that this new application will solve the problem of toll broadcast-

ing, as the electric public utility companies have control of their *wire systems

and will be able to control and charge for "wired wireless" broadcasting service.

c-o-o c)
STUDE.NTS UP la:RLY
TO USE R:.DIO

Seattle, Wash. Students of the University of Washington here are put-

inCiAn hour of early morning radio in order to operate their end of a collegiate 11,

service between Pacific coast colleses, Heavy ether traffic during the day and bro,:.:

casting at night forced them to send and receive betyeen four ane five A.M.

c-e0000
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R&DIO SU3LRI/rZ CABLE TO
PROTECT SHIPS AT HAVRE

-7- March 27, 1922

Washington. Radio submarine cables of the Loth type will soon be

installed in the port of Havre, France, to guide incoming and outgoing vessels in

'11.at harbor during foggy veather, according to information received through the

consular service. High-frequency current is use to electrically charge the cable

on the ocean's floor and the pilot of the ship is able to steer by the him produced

in receiving apparatus on board ship.

The Havre Chamber of Commerce has recently equipped its life-saving at signall-

ing service at this port with a pauerful wireless telegraph and telephone plant.

This supplements the old fashioned method of flag signalling which can not be seen

When the 'wind does not keep the flags from drooping.
o o o o o

UNCLE S.1M IsauEs
BOOK ON RADIO

Washington, Uncle Sam has just issued an elementary book on radio

communication, prepared by the experts of the Bureau of Standards and issued by the

Signal Corpe*of the Army. The cost is :,;1.00 and it can be obtained from the Super-

intendent of Documnts, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., at this price.

The book is entitled "The Principles Underlying Radio Caramnication" and known

as Signal Corps Radio Comunication Pamphlet No. 40, Second Edition. The first edi-

tion was prepared during the war for use as a textbook in training enlisted men of

the Signal Corps for radio service.

In revising the book new material on batteries, ordinary wire telegraphy and

telephony, line radio communication, transformers, antennas including coil antennas

and direction finders, transmittinc apparatus, particularly arc converters, electron

tubes and electron tube apparatus, a.c. ?late supply, and radio telephony was added.

14merous circuit diagrams are given, and the construction of antennas and geound con-

nections is described. Besides other useful practical inforration, the book contains

a table of dielectric constants, copper wire tables, wave length tables, the Inter-

national Code, safety precautions for radio stations, information regarding radio law:

,and regulations, and a list of radio publications including those issued by the Cover

raent. It contains over 600 pages and more than 300 illustrations, many of them photo-

ZTaphs.
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WILD GA/LE ON
PLR: SOURCE OF PROFIT

-8_

SC=C: OF GROWING THINGS 

Agriculture News of the Week

, March 27, 1922

Washington. The rabbits, quail, pheasants, wild turkeys and ducks

that live in the wood lot and on the farm are not usually considered to be of great

value, but Dr. T. Palmer. expert in game conservation, of the U. S. Biological

Survey, after an investigation of the rations's game resources believes that wild

life can be made profitable not alone for food and pleasure'.,- but for direct revenue

as well.

"Under favorable conditions the game on the farm ray be greatly increased and

even produced artificially, though as yet game farming has rade only a beginning in

the United States," he says. "Pheasants and pheasant eggs have been distributed in

certain States and in some cases the persons receiving them have been successful in

rearirg the birds, but comparatively little concerted effort has been made by far-

mers to raise any large number of pheasants, either in cooperation with game depart-

ments or for supplying the market. Pheasants, wild turkeys, mallard ducks, black

mallards, and wood ducks can be reared on farms, and, commanding higher prices than

poultry, might be made even more profitable."

.nother method of utilizing the game on the farm and of maIdng it render a

direct return is to sell or lease the shooting rights. Farms are very generally

Posted, but owners and tenants do not as a rule attempt to obtain a direct return

by leasing the hunting privileges. How valuable these may be under favorable cir-

cumstances is shown by the e.7:perience of one county in North Carolina, where the .

cooperative leasing of quail huning7privileges was made to .pay most of the taxes

on the farms Individual landowners who have quail or other birds on their holdings

may obtain a substantial income by allowing sportsmen the privilege of hunting on

their property and in addition by furnishing them teams, hunting dogs, and the assis-

tance of boys for locating the game, and by providing accommodations for sportsmen

from a distance.

Nearly every farm produces some game which may be hunted in open season, as

rabbits, quail, squirrels, or other species, and this has a certain food or recrea-

tional value. Upland game birds are often of more use as destroyers of weed seeds

.or no:dous insects than they are as food. One out of si=teen persons in this coun-
try hurts game of some kind, Dr. Palmer estirates. Under normal conditions in this
country probably more than 6,000,000 persons engage in hunting during the open seaso.-

-o 00000
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BE ZS COUNT THEUSELVES
LIKE TFLEPHONEIMMTES

Vashington, traffic census of bees comir- home from worh is being

taken by scientists of the Bureau of Entomology. gate is provided tht .::orks on

the one-way street princi7)le and only one boo can enter the hive at a time. The

aPiculturists keep tabon the bees by the some device that is used by the telephone

coPany in keeping track of the number of tines a subscriber used his tele?hone.

-A-s the nup.ber of entrances made by the bees is something 300,000 a aay, the

Bureau of Standards eperts who constructed the countinc device had to .21.ovide a

Special source of electric currenk. to operate the apparatus.

1/14TCH TIRE IVITUELCTURE
THROUGH X-RAY MACHINE

Birmingham, England. photographs of canvas used iii tire manu-

facture by one of the largo rubber tire companies here arc being useC, to reveal

77hether the threads arc over-stressed during the process. Every twentieth thread.is

impregnated vith a lead salt that is opaque to X-rays, and a photognphic film fasten-

ea inside of the tire durim the manufacture recorded the warping of the squares of

treated threads.

DLLTINUT I DI SC 0 VRM
BELZIT 'Ali STATE

Washington. - Platinum has been discovered in Brazil, according to

information reaching the Department of Commerce. The deposit is in the state of

Parahyba do Norte and is4 on a mountain ridge three lanes from the uain cutomobile

road leading from Campina Grande to Patos. Regular truch lines now operate over

this line, and it is understood that a branch road from the main line to the deposit

could be easily constructed. For the present the owner proposes to establish an en-

tracting plant at the deposit and bring the ore out by truck.

Iq12: GUIDES TO NATURE OF YOSELITE, ibTIO1LL 1"):-RIC
Berkeley, Calif. . Visitors to Yosaaite National Park will again this

summer have a free guide service to help them realize the beauties of nature. The
California Fiiiand Game Commission will furnish the guides, and small nature lnrar:.e,
taae been installed at various points in the park. Campfire talks, lectures, mild-
flovier shams, trips and other activities are planned.
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Na/S OF TH.7] SMRS 

Dia the Earth Grow Its Own Onyc:en? 

By Isabel II.Lawis,
of U. S. Naval Observatory,

narch 27, 1922

The recent surprising discovery by Drs. Chas, E. St. John and Seth B. Nichol-

son at lit. Wilson Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington that 0::ygen

is absent in the spectrtw, of Vonus has raised the cuestion of the source of thc pre-

sent abundant supply of oxygen in the atmosphere of our uan planet.

It is believed that all of the planets were originally thrown from the sun by

same gigantic eruption billions of years ago. The presence of much unoxidized

naterial in the igneous rocks of the earth's crust implies that the original earth-

mass y.Tas deficient in oxygen. The ejecta of volcanoes also contain considerable

quantities of unoxidized compounds and free sulphur. The outer layers of the solar

atmosphere, moreover, arc knaun to contain today only small amounts of free oxygen.

These facts all give grounds for the belief that the earth's atmosphere did not

originally contain the vast quantities of oxygen that aro present in it today.

It has been suggested by the nt. Wilson investigators that, the present abundant

supply of oxygen in our atmosphere may be a product of vegetative growth in past

Coological ages. layer of coal about two foot deop over the entire surface of

the earth, it has been estimated, would equal the amount of carboniferous residue

through nlnrrt growth,
that would be formed in the production/of the present quantity of oxygen in the

atmosphere. It is not beyond reason to believe that the equivalent of this esti-

rated amount of organic residue may actually exist in the sedimentary rocks of the

earth's surface.

If this thoory is correct none of the planets contained any appreciable quanti-

ties of oxygen in their atmospheres at the time of their ejection from the central

solar mass. The ability of a planet to acquire its own supply of oxygen would de-

pend upon the circumstances of its evolution and its physical properties. Bodies

of small mass,such as Mercury and the moon,would not be able to hold any atmos,-)hero

Permanently, owing to their all gravitational attraction which would permit the

molecules of their atmospheric gases to escape gradually.

The absence of oxygen from the atmosphere of Venus night be an indirect result

of a long rotation period. It is generally believed now that the period of rot-J.-

tion of Venus on its axis equals its period of revolution around the sun so ths.J it
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always keeps the same face turned tuaard the sun. If so, it is very improbable that

any vccetational growth could wdst on this planet and its evolution 77ou1d differ

rc,dically fro:2 that of our uun planet.

The method employed at the lit. 7ilson Observatory in analyzing the atmosphere

Of Venus is to be applied soon to the planets Mars and Jupiter. Ls Marc closely

resembles the earth in the nature of its seasons and the length of its day, its

past evolution r.zy have reser:1)10C_ that of the earth more closely that that of any

Other planet. If so, Mars may 111w-1ise have produced a supply of oxygen through 
thc

crovith of vegetation in past ages arply sufficient to support varied forms 
of life

that are dependent upon oxygen for their sustenance.

NATIONAL ACADEIY OF SCIM3CES
TO l'IMT APRIL 23 to 26

-Jashington, The annual meeting of the National Academy of Sciences

will be held here at the anithsonian Institution from April 23 to 26, Dr. C. G.

L.bbot, home secretary, has announced. The leading scientists of the country v7he

have been honored by election to this scientific body each year present the results

of their major researches at these meetings.

Dr. Hendrik L.nton Lorentz, of the Rijks Universiteit, Leiden, a noted physicist

and foreign associate of the Acadeny,will deliver the principal evening address on

April 24, at the joint invitation of the National Academy and the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington. At each annual meeting of the Academy various medals in recog-

nition of meritorius researches or contributions to science arc awarded.

The National Academy of Sciences -las established during the Oivil War under A

Congressional charter, approved by President Lincoln on March 3, 1963. The Academy

under this charter "shall, whenever called upon by a department of the Government,

investigate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subject of science and art".

During the past war, it established at the President's request the National Research

Council that acted as 0, clearing house for scientific information under government

auspices during the war, and whiCh has since continued this function for science

and research in general. The original charter of the Acadomy limited the members t,

fifty in number, but this restriction was later removed. Even now election to the
Academy has boon extremely limited and there arc less than two hundred members.
The National Academy of Sciences corresponds to the French Leadenly of Sciences and
t'ao Royal Society of agland in its leadership in scientific circles. The present
officers of the :xaderly are: Dr. Charles D. Walcott, president; Dr. Michelson,
vice-president; Dr. R. A. Millihan, forein secretary: Dr. C. G. Abbot, home secre-
tary: Dr. F. L. Ransono, treasurer.
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DO YOU KNOW THAT -
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Eany educators, industrialists, economists and eye experts met in New York
recently in an attempt 4o eliminate the very corsiderable losses in industry due
to defective vision.

The textile laboratory of the University of Washington has been testing cloth
for Seattle department stores.

The problems of p1ac;u0 are that of an eternal triangle. The flca has an affin-
ity for and undue familiarity for both rat and man.

A new cold mine was recently discovered in the state of Einas Geraes in Brazil.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

Although the average farm represents a larger investment than the average city
house, usually the farmer is not ready to spend as much for improved sewage dis-
posal as the city dweller.

Travelling at 147 miles per hour for two hours and fifty-five minutes, a special
airplane of the Air Service recently made a record trip between Dayton and Viashington.

After thirty years of slow, persistent advance since its first appearance in
this country near the 'lexicon border, the boll weevil has now reached the limit of
cotton cultivation, except in westorn Texas, southwestern Oklahoma, northeastern
North Carolina, and Virginia.

The tomato at one time was designated as the love-apple.

 • .0

DO YOU KNOTT THAT -

ncu industry, the manufacture of canes, is graaing in Paraguay. l!any fine
woods of that country are suitable for the mloing of walking sticks.

Bees that swarm in the spring make little honey.

1•04

One pound of garbage if burned can evaporate one pound of water, in addition
to the three-quarters of a pound of water contained in the garbage itself, and can
thus be used for power production.

Steps are being taken to standardize the methods of erecting crossings of

overhead electrical wires.
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• DO YOU KNOW THAT -

Condensee, milk is one of the most heavily t=e
d items of manufactured food

imported into England.

.1

The IIississip-d Valley contains more than one-half of 
the 107,000,000 population

Of the United States. Thu opening 117D of rail transportation in t
he laded° West rado

it possible for that ccction to beco:le the largest --)reducer in the world of grains

and meat, and, in addition, to establish ithin its borders more than one-third of

the r.grcgate r:anufacturing activity of the country.

. Acetylene gas, generated by the action of water on
 calcium carbide, is now

being used as motor fuel in Gerrany.

Piles rade of tar paper and rope and glue, sur
rounded by concrete reinforced

by wire mesh, are being made in California. It is claimed that they are proof

against attach by any loaown insect or marine worm.

DO YOU KNOW ITILT -

Japan is planning a large superpower system. similar to that 
planned in this

country. Cost of apparatus ordered in the country is 
.:,2,000 9000 and the current

will be transmitted at 15A,000 volts.

A synthetic coal, costing about half the market pr
ice of ordinary coal to pro-

is claimed to have been made by a Berlin chemist.

Corn silage and wheat straw with either mi=ed hay, soy
-bean hay, or cottonseed

neal is a much cheaper ration for wintering beef-breeding 
caws than shock corn,

razed ay and wheat straw.

Ninety-eight per cent of :zrIcrican industries employ 
less than one hundred men.

DO YOU 12i07 TILYT -

As late as the fall of 1920 a hichgrade mine of 
feldspar was discovered near

Ottawa, Canada and the material from this is nearly all 
used for the ranufacture of

high tension electric insulators.

Drug farming in western Washington state is a 
profitable enterprise. Bella-

donna and fo=glove arc two of the most profitable plan
ts.

•

Tinned pig toncucs, L -ported from rerica, have achieved a vide popularity for

the midday lunch of British workmen.

The tungsten filament doubled the efficiency of 
incandescent lams and protided

white light of far purer quality than any 
other larp previously knaun.
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RESE1,RCH 

Answered by the Research Information Service,
National Research Council, Washington.

Question—Where vas Dr. Frederick Frost Blackman's work on the photosynthetic assimi-

lation of carbon dioxide published? Answer—The following references will give the

Published accounts of Doctor Blachman's work on the photo-synthetic assimilation:

Blackman Philosophical Transactions, 186, 485-502, 1896; Blackman Philosophical Trans—

actions, 186, 503-562, 1396; Matthaei Philosophical Transactions, 1973, 1904; BL.,.clzIaL

and Matthaei-Proceedings, Royal Society 76, 402, 1905; Thoday,Proceedings, Royal

ociety, 82,1-55, 1910; Thoday,Proceedings, Royal Society, 82, 421-450, 1910; Irving,:,

4nna1s of Botany, 24, 805, 1910, October; Blacizman,Proceedings, Royal Society B85,
374-88, 384-412, 1911.

Question—Can you refer me to sources of funds for the support of medical research?

4nswer—A bulletin on research funds was recently issued by the National Research

Council in which you will find much useful information concerning foundations and

oPecial funds. You will note from this bulletin that there are a number of sources

from which individuals may secure -;rants in sup-Dort of their investigations. We woul(7.

mention especially the Elizabeth Thompson Science Fund, Research Fund of the American

1,.ssociation for the Advancement of Science and several special funds which are aenin-

istereC_ by the National Academy of Sciences are_ the American Academy of Science. Of

special funds for Laedical research there are several which you can readily locate by

reference to the index in the bulletin.

QUestion—Can you furnish a formula for meat branding inks for use in the packing hous'

industry? Answer—The Chairman of the Meat Inspection Division, Bureau of Animal In-

dustry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, furnishes the following information; For meat

branding inks, the following formula is recommended; Water, 45% to 55%; Pure Grain Al

oohol, 30,1) to 40%; Glucose or Corn Syrup, 15% to 20%; Methyl Violet, 1% to leo. Alco
/?-ol denatured according to Formula 33 of the Bureau of Internal Revenue may be used

instead of the alcohol and methyl violet specified. An ink made in accordance with

this formula will be found to have satisfactory branding qualities and will meet the

requirements of the Bureau of Animal Industry for use in establishments at which fed-
eral meat inspection is maintained.


